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The Advanced Resource Connector is general purpose, Open Source, lightweight,
portable middleware solution [R2]
System for storing and retrieving huge amounts of data, distributed among a large
number of heterogeneous server nodes, under a single virtual file system tree with a
variety of standard access methods [R3]
Enabling Grids for E-sciencE [R4]
European Middleware Initiative [R5]
eInfrastructure for Testing, Integration and Configuration of Software [R6]
A middleware for grid computing born from the collaborative efforts of more than 80
people in 12 different academic and industrial research centres as part of the EGEE
Project [R7]
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"Grid-enabled Know-how Sharing Technology Based on ARC Services and Open
Standards" (KnowARC) is a Sixth Framework Programme Specific Targeted
KnowARC Research Project, under Priority IST-2005-2.5.4 "Advanced Grid Technologies,
Systems and Services". The project began in June 2006 and ends in November 2009
[R8]
A Grid Research and Development collaboration aiming at development,
NorduGrid maintenance and support of the free Grid middleware, known as the Advance
Resource Connector (ARC) [R9]
The Project Executive Board is responsible to assist the Project Director in the
execution of the project plans and in monitoring the milestones, achievements, risks
PEB
and conflicts within the project. It is led by the PD and is composed of the Work
Package Leaders, the Technical Director and the Deputy Technical Director.
Product Team
PT
Quality Assurance
QA
Service Activity
SA
Squeeze is the code name for the next major Debian release after Lenny.
Squeeze
The Uniform Interface to Computing Resources offers a ready-to-run Grid system
including client and server software. UNICORE makes distributed computing and
UNICORE
data resources available in a seamless and secure way in intranets and the internet
[R10]
Virtual Machine
VM
Worker Node
WN
The EMI project is composed of two Networking Work Packages (NA1 and NA2),
two Service Work Packages (SA1 and SA2), and one Joint Research Work Packages
WP
(JRA1).
The complete EMI glossary is available at https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EmiGlossary .
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. PURPOSE
This document describes the SA2 software engineering tools and quality assurance infrastructure
provided to Product Teams (PTs).
1.2. DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION
The document is organized as follows:
•

Chapter 3 defines the goals and objectives of the [R1] SA2.4 task as QA tool support. The
challenge of tools unification and consolidation is also mentioned giving short background
information about the initial heterogeneity of the tools and among middleware distributions.

•

Chapter 4 limits the range of the activity by providing a list of supported tools and specifying
the level of support for each of them.

•

Chapter 5 describes the initial situation relative to tools of the four middleware distributions.
Survey results are commented upon.

•

Chapter 6 lists common requirements for the EMI tool infrastructure that have been extracted
from the different chains currently available.

•

Chapter 7 defines the tools that will be adopted by the project to support the software
engineering and quality assurance process. A short description is given for each tool. The list
is organized by phase of the lifecycle.

•

Chapter 8 provides a thorough plan on how to merge, migrate and improve the current state of
tools into a new software engineering infrastructure.

•

Chapter 9 describes the work done to implement the plan for each aspect of the system.

•

Chapter 10 provides details of the changes in the systems needed for the second year.

•

Chapter 11 summaries the conclusions for EMI 1 Kebnekaise

•

Chapter 12 summaries the conclusions for EMI 2 Matterhorn

•

Appendix A is the survey used to collect information about tools.

•

Appendix B reports the results of the survey by showing pie charts of the various tools used.

•

Appendix C shows a table summarizing the maturity of PTs in using tools.

•

Appendix D aggregates a tool inventory organized by build system used.

•

Appendix E shows tool chain diagrams to better understand how the flow of information
moved through the various tools.

1.3.

REFERENCES

R1

EMI Annex I – Description of Work – Work Package 4 – Pages 23-25

R2

ARC Middleware http://www.knowarc.eu/middleware.html

R3

dCache project http://www.dcache.org/

R4

EGEE project http://www.eu-egee.org/

R5

EMI project http://www.eu-emi.eu

R6

ETICS project http://etics.web.cern.ch/etics

R7

gLite Middleware http://glite.web.cern.ch/glite/

R8

KnowARC project http://www.knowarc.eu
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R9

NorduGrid collaboration http://www.nordugrid.org/

R10

UNICORE Middleware http://www.unicore.eu

R11

JIRA http://www.atlassian.com/software/jira/

R12

Savannah https://savannah.cern.ch/

R13

TWiki https://twiki.cern.ch

R14

CVS http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concurrent_Versions_System

R15

SVN http://subversion.tigris.org/

R16

Git http://git-scm.com/

R17

Mercurial http://mercurial.selenic.com/

R18

EPEL http://fedoraproject.org/wiki/EPEL

R19

Debian http://www.debian.org

R20

Maven http://maven.apache.org/

R21

EMI repository http://emisoft.web.cern.ch/emisoft/dist/EMI/

R22

CERN Virtual Infrastructure https://vmm.cern.ch/vmm/

R23

Mock http://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Projects/Mock

R24

PBuilder http://www.netfort.gr.jp/~dancer/software/pbuilder

R25

YUM http://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Tools/yum

R26

Apache Ant http://ant.apache.org/

R27

Autotools http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_build_system

R28

Make http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Make_(software)

R29

XUnit http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XUnit

R30

FindBugs http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/

R31

Checkstyle http://checkstyle.sourceforge.net/

R32

SLOC Count http://www.dwheeler.com/sloccount/

R33

CCCC http://sourceforge.net/projects/cccc/

R34

CKJM http://www.spinellis.gr/sw/ckjm/

R35

CPPCheck http://sourceforge.net/projects/cppcheck/

R36

PMD http://pmd.sourceforge.net/

R37

JUnit http://www.junit.org/

R38

PyUnit http://pyunit.sourceforge.net/

R39

JavaNCSS http://javancss.codehaus.org/

R40

JDepend http://www.clarkware.com/software/JDepend.html

R41

RPMLint http://rpmlint.zarb.org/cgi-bin/trac.cgi

R42

APT http://wiki.debian.org/Apt

R43

Chidamber & Kemerer Metrics http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=631215
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R44

Dejagnu http://www.gnu.org/software/dejagnu/

R45

Yaimgen https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/Yaimgen

R46

Build Integration and Configuration Policy
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EmiSa2ConfigurationIntegrationPolicy

R47

ETICS Client 1.5.0 Feature List https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EticsClient150

R48

PyLint http://www.logilab.org/857

R49

ETICS worker node images https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EticsImages

R50

Current ETICS clients https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EticsCurrentClients

R51

Packaging policy https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EmiSa2PackagingPolicy

R52

Redmine http://www.redmine.org/

R53

Trac http://trac.edgewall.org/

R54

GitHub https://github.com/

R55

Debian naming policy http://www.debian.org/doc/debian-policy/ch-controlfields.html

R56

Maven Nexus server http://www.sonatype.org/nexus
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The main goal of the Quality Assurance (QA) tools activities is the definition, selection, construction
and support of a unified and integrated software engineering infrastructure of the EMI project. This
activity becomes a major challenge when the four middleware distributions composing the EMI
project have been using four completely different tool chains for their lifecycles. The differences in
requirements, in project size and characteristics and in goals have led to the taking of different
decisions throughout the years which now constitute an obstacle to having a single infrastructure.
SA2 will support the following services for the software lifecycle: building, integration, testing, build
and test execution, project trackers, metrics generation, storage, dashboards and repositories. SA2 will
not support development tools such as IDEs, version control system, and specific build/compilation
tools.
To better understand the heterogeneity of the tools used initially by the PTs, a survey has been
circulated among them and the results were analyzed. The results show a high diversity of tools
mainly based on number and type of used programming languages, supported platforms and packaging
formats and finally based on complexity of the release process. Moreover the survey underlined a lack
of maturity on the tool support for the testing and QA phases of the lifecycle. Four main systems have
been identified: ETICS, Maven, Koji/Mock and the NorduGrid build-system.
A list of requirements has been extracted from the usage of the tools in order to lay down the
foundation of the new infrastructure. Requirements are divided by category:
•

Build, packaging, release and integration

•

Testing

•

Build and Test Infrastructure

•

Metrics generation, storage and visualization

•

Repositories

•

Tracking systems

•

Not functional

Based on these requirements a list of tools under evaluation for adoption has been drafted. ETICS and
Maven as build systems; many ETICS plugins as tools to extract metrics via static analysis; JIRA
[R11], Savannah [R12] and TWiki [R13] as tracking systems; CVS [R14], SVN [R15], Git [R16] and
Mercurial [R17] as version control systems; EPEL [R18], Debian ‘squeeze’ [R19], Maven [R20]
repository, ETICS [R6] repository and the EMI repository [R21] as repository systems.
A plan has been drafted for each aspect of such system. The build, integration and packaging section
starts with a first integration effort to build all middleware distributions in a single box using ETICS.
The focus moves to packaging with a suggestion to use the NorduGrid [R10] Build System to produce
compliant packages. Finally a proper packaging can be achieved by integrating Mock [R23] and
PBuilder [R24] tools in ETICS. As far as the dependency management is concerned, a set of gradual
improvements are proposed starting with a heterogeneous management across tools to a distributed
data model to minimize duplication of information.
The test section lists a set of steps to improve the ETICS test system. Improvements include a multinode testing tool to co-deploy different services in different nodes and an information obfuscator for
sensitive data passed to the test. Finally it is proposed to leverage virtualization technologies to allow
users to run tests in pre-customized virtual machine appliances.
The quality assurance plan focuses on the production, exporting and reporting of process and software
metrics. The implementation of new ETICS QA plug-ins is required to expand the metrics production.
A set of tracking system exporters is required to extract the bug-related information and publish it in a
standard unified format. Finally the design and development of a QA report generator will provide all
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stakeholders the necessary documentation about quality assurance with plots, diagram and tables on
the quality in the project.
The infrastructure section tries to improve the reliability and maintainability of the execution engine
for build and tests. Moving to the CERN Virtual Infrastructure [R22] as virtualization provider is the
first suggestion. Expanding the capabilities by providing an elastic infrastructure is a further
improvement. Finally it is proposed to deploy a distributed monitoring system.
The last section of the plan covers the repositories and proposes to expand the support to different
packaging formats such as YUM [R25] and Maven [R20]. It additionally suggests improvements in
the service by implementing a new ETICS repository system.
An additional section was supposed to cover tracking systems. As the project decided not to converge
on a single tool, a list of requirement fulfillment is provided for each currently used tool.
The implementation of the plan started soon after and progressed steadily in the whole reference
period. Build, integration and packaging activities were successfully performed. EMI 0, EMI 1
Release Candidate (RC) 0 and EMI 1 RC1 were released according to plans. The build system and
build infrastructure were updated and improved accordingly. A new ETICS client version 1.5.0 was
released to provide all the missing features such as OS defaults for dependencies, RPM installations
from YUM repositories, integration with Mock and other minor items.
All the planned improvements on the test system have been completed. The multi-node testing system
and the information obfuscator have been officially released. Currently some PTs use the test system
for nightly build, installation and testing of all their software. A new PT dashboard was developed to
easily check the results and browse the reports. The SA2.4 team is considering adopting the tool for all
EMI PTs.
The quality assurance tools have been extended and improved. Several new ETICS QA plug-ins to
produce metrics have been added to the system. Moreover all required exporting tools have been
implemented to allow the extraction of bug information from the project tracking systems. The new
QA report generator is under development and will be soon deployed to automatically generate quality
assurance documents.
The build and test execution infrastructure has been migrated to the new CERN Virtual Infrastructure
providing a more reliable service. Finally the repositories, even if not improved, have provided EMI
users with a reliable and satisfactory service throughout the first integration and release activities.
The EMI 2 implementation section explains the details of the changes done in the systems for the
second year. It summarizes, among others, the modifications done due to the required platforms:
Scientific Linux 6 and Debian 6. An important development effort was required mainly for Debian in
the client and repository sides. In addition, the infrastructure resources have been optimized to handle
the increasing demand. QA reports have been improved with the addition of new types of charts and
new metrics collected using new plugins, such as RPMlint.
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3. QUALITY ASSURANCE TOOLS: GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
One of the important goals of the EMI project is the unification and standardization of the software
engineering and quality assurance process. This can be made possible only by providing a single and
unified tool chain throughout the project, which will be used to enforce common procedures and
constraints. This tool chain needs then to become a stable, trustable and reliable foundation for the
production of high quality software throughout the project lifetime. Below are summarized the
objectives.
•

•

Tools and repositories selection, maintenance and integration:
o

Selection: identification of the tools initially used by each PT, identification of new
tools that may be required by the SA1 or SA2 activities.

o

Maintenance: support of all the required tools and service installations for the whole
duration of the project. Plan the introduction, change and removal of services as
smooth as possible providing a stable and reliable infrastructure.

o

Integration of different tool chains used by each PT in a single tool infrastructure
able to provide at least the same functionalities as the union of functionalities
provided by the various tools currently used.

Enable continuous integration and testing process by selecting and maintaining tools and
resources for building and testing software either within the project or in collaboration with
external resource providers.

The EMI project started as a consolidation activity of the four European middleware distributions,
namely ARC, dCache, gLite and UNICORE. Each of these distributions started several years ago from
specific needs dictated by industry and their own scientific communities. Moreover the distributions
developed along the years in different and independent ways aiming at solving different problems and
adopting different strategies on software architecture and design. As a result, their approach, processes
and tools appear today diverse and in some aspect, contrastive.
Some distributions focused on lightweight and rather informal processes because of their contained
size, others developed sophisticated processes to better manage their complexity. Some concentrated
on High Performance Computing, others in High Throughput Computing therefore with different user
requirements arising from the scientific domain as well as commercial, architectures and designs.
Some provide a comprehensive suite of general purpose components; others sharpen their efforts on a
limited range of services.
Programming languages, package formats, supported platforms, installation and configuration
systems, build systems and testing strategies are only a few aspects that have been selected using
different approaches and appear today different and discordant.
The unification of this heterogeneity to provide a single and unified QA infrastructure is the first
challenge the QA team must face.
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4. QUALITY ASSURANCE TOOLS: SUPPORT AGREEMENT
To provide a stable and reliable infrastructure, the first step is the definition of what the provided
services are and what their level of support is. Below all the tools involved in the software engineering
process are listed and the availability and support level is given.
4.1. DEVELOPMENT
All tools used during the development phase such as IDEs or Debuggers are not supported directly and
therefore no recommendations will be given. An inventory has been done in order to know what their
usage is in case it will be necessary to build interfaces or plug-ins to interact with the supported
infrastructure.
A tool that may be provided is the one to create self contained development workspaces in local
machines using the metadata stored in the Configuration Management System. These workspaces will
include all the source code and the binary dependencies required to locally build the software. The tool
will select which components and which versions of the software are required in order to start
developing a certain software module and it will then download and setup the workspace.
Version Control Systems (VCS) will be supported by providing interfaces with the rest of the system.
No integration will be proposed since each middleware distribution is already using a service provided
either by third-parties or by a partner and there is neither interest nor big benefit in migrating to a
common system.
4.2. BUILD AND TEST
Build tools for dependency management, reporting, packaging, release definition and integration will
be supported as well as tools for testing such as test definition, execution, metrics generation and
reporting. The tool chain will just aggregate/integrate commonly used compilation, testing, packaging
and release systems such as Apache Ant [R26], Autotools [R27], Make [R28], XUnit [R29], Mock
[R23], PBuilder [R24], etc. which will be taken as they are from their software providers.
In order to ensure the continuation of software engineering after the project lifetime, each middleware
is interested in keeping its own build and test infrastructure. No migration which involves radical
modification of software configuration will therefore be proposed to the partners. Instead the EMI
build and test system will try as much as possible to reuse the metadata each middleware is already
providing to construct a software engineering chain which will be able to run in parallel and not in
substitution of the old build and test systems.
4.3. INFRASTRUCTURE
A build, test and QA infrastructure will be provided and maintained. It will be composed of worker
nodes, possibly on top of a virtualization engine, on which are executed builds and tests, a scheduling
service and a repository of virtual machine (VM) images. Multi-platform building and testing and
multi-node scheduling will be also considered for support.
4.4. TRACKING
The default Bug/Task/Issue/Requirement tracking systems of each middleware distribution will be
supported. Some interfacing tools may be required to plug these systems in the software engineering
process. An EMI release tracking system will be also supported. A recommended task tracking system
will be also supported and made available to the PTs. Migrations to this tool will be only encouraged.
4.5. METRICS
Tools for QA such as metrics generation tools, metrics collection and storage, metrics visualization in
plots, trends and summaries will be provided and maintained.
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4.6. REPOSITORIES
Package repositories for the supported platforms will be maintained. In addition to production
repositories, update, testing and development repositories will be also supported via a maintained
repository service.
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5. INITIAL SITUATION
In order to better understand the initial situation, a survey has been distributed to the four middleware
distributions. The survey covered the availability and usage of tools used through the various phases of
the software engineering and quality assurance process. Results have been used to construct a tool
inventory and to abstract the requirements of the new unified EMI system.
5.1. SURVEY
A survey on the tools used by the PTs in the different stages of the software engineering process was
prepared by the SA2 team and put before the PTs. The questionnaire filled in by the PTs was then used
to extract data and produce diagrams relative to the different stages of the engineering process. The
survey (Appendix A) and its results have been included at the end of this document.
Appendix B provides a set of pie charts showing what are the main tools used in each phase of the
software engineering and quality assurance process. The percentages have been computed based on
the number of PTs adopting a specific tool. If multiple tools are used by a product team (PT), its quota
has been split according to the tool relative use.
The data shows clearly the level of heterogeneity mentioned earlier in the document. Each middleware
distribution adopted different tools to better support their processes. Often even within a single team
different tools are used according to developer maturity, needs or personal preferences.
The main differences depend on the following decisions:
•

Programming language: Java, C++ and Python have completely different tool sets.

•

Number of programming languages: single language distributions chose language specific
tools; multiple language distributions chose language agnostic tools.

•

Supported Platforms and packaging formats: some distributions produce packages tightly
related to Linux distributions, others produce generic packaging formats.

•

Complexity of release process: lightweight informal processes rely less on tracking than
complex processes involving entities distributed in different countries.

Appendix C summarizes the maturity of PTs in supporting or, even better, automating a particular
phase of their software lifecycle. The adoption of tools for a specific phase does not automatically lead
to high maturity. On the other side, the lack of such tools often underlines low levels of maturity in
managing the particular lifecycle phase.
The table shows a clear distinction between the build phases early in the lifecycle and the testing and
quality assurance phases towards the end. While the maturity of the first can be considered
satisfactory, the maturity of the second raises some concerns for what the software quality is
concerned.
The QA activities of SA2 must take this aspect in consideration and formulate a plan to enhance the
maturity of the PTs in producing high quality software.
Appendix D aggregates the collected information in a tool inventory organized by build system used.
Here it is possible to identify the four main tool chains used by the PTs:
•

ETICS build and test infrastructure, QA and repositories

•

Maven build, test and QA modeling tool

•

Koji and Mock build infrastructure

•

NorduGrid build and test system and repositories

These four systems are the starting point to identify a common solution. The best match in supporting
the highest number of requirements will become the base of the infrastructure.
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Appendix E shows tool chain diagrams to better understand how the flow of information moved
through the various tools. For each basic tool chain mentioned above, a PT has been selected as
example and a dependency chart has been generated.
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6. REQUIREMENTS
In order to provide a design of the new infrastructure, a list of requirements to take in consideration
has been drafted. These requirements have been extracted from the usage each PT is currently having
of the current tools.
6.1.

BUILD, PACKAGING, RELEASE AND INTEGRATION
1. Produce packages according to the OS guidelines
2. Build all software from source in a single box
3. Build in a pristine environment to ensure all the dependencies are explicitly specified
4. Define and build releases
5. Build single packages without building all its dependencies
6. Control uniformly dependency usage of all different modules
7. Setup development workspace in user machine
8. Recycle the default metadata descriptor files from the used build-systems (pom.xml, SPEC
file, Control file, etc.) to avoid duplications and to allow single point of update
9. Software Configuration history and versioning
10. Analyze dependencies and define build order
11. Have a single build of multiple components with build-time or runtime dependency conflicts
12. Automatic dependency installation when required
13. Graphical interface to display dependencies, releases, submit builds and browse reports

6.2.

TESTING
1. Automated execution of scripts on specific platform
2. Custom loading of virtual machine (VM) images with preinstalled software
3. Multi-Node feature: co-scheduling of worker nodes (WN) and synchronization messaging
system
4. Definition, storage of test metadata together with the build metadata
5. Run as root
6. Grouping of tests in test suites
7. Possibility of software installation before test execution
8. Possibility of obfuscating sensitive test information from logs and reports
9. Certificates available in WNs
10. Graphical interface to display test, test suites, submit tests and browse reports
11. Automatic report generation based on test results

6.3.

INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Batch execution of builds and automated tests
2. Job cancelling
3. VM access during or after job execution
4. Availability of VMs based on custom images
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5. Co-scheduling of build and tests in several nodes
6. Availability of images of standard platforms
6.4.

METRICS GENERATION, STORAGE AND VISUALIZATION
1. Execution of code analysis tools with possibility of code instrumentation
2. Storage of metrics with possibility of browsing, searching, filtering, sorting
3. Metrics visualization via trend analysis plots
4. Dashboards to show, aggregate and summarize metrics results
5. Uniform extraction of metrics from tracking systems

6.5.

REPOSITORIES
1. Availability of production YUM, APT and Maven repositories
2. Availability of production repository signatures
3. Automatic creation of repositories out of builds or tests
4. Browsing of packages
5. Searching of packages
6. Browsing of package contents
7. Visualization of package-specific metadata
8. Creation of repositories in local machines

6.6.

TRACKING SYSTEMS
1. Definition of custom workflow
2. Bug information exportable/printable
3. Report generation and customization
4. Dashboard with the summary of the project
5. Dashboard per user
6. Links between bugs and source code
7. Availability of APIs

6.7.

NOT FUNCTIONAL
1. Easy maintenance of the infrastructure
2. Scalability of resources
3. Centralized management
4. Secure infrastructure
5. Monitoring tools
6. Availability of backups and recovery plans
7. Allocate proper VM with attributes (processors, RAM, etc.) according to Job weight in order
to maximize job execution performance
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7. TOOL ADOPTION
Below are listed the tools which are considered for adoption and support by SA2 as part of the
software engineering and quality assurance infrastructure. For each tool a short description is given.
7.1.

INTEGRATION, TESTING AND PACKAGING

7.1.1 ETICS
ETICS [R6] provides a service to help software developers, managers and users to better manage
complexity and improve the quality of their software. The service allows you to fully automate the
way your software is built and tested. In other words, ETICS provides software professionals with an
"out-of-the-box" build and test system, powered with a build and test product repository. ETICS is
multi-platform and open source. The client is designed to be simple to install. Results from daily,
nightly and continuous builds and tests can be monitored via the web. Users can also browse and edit
project data via a secured web application.
ETICS features are:
•

ETICS distributes builds across different machines exploiting the computing power of a
distributed environment and enabling whole projects or single components to be built in
parallel and tested against different environments and operating systems.

•

Verification of the quality of the software produced against the following aspects included
in the ISO9126 guidelines:
o

Functionality

o

Reliability

o

Maintainability

o

Portability

o

Installability

•

Collection of test information from popular testing libraries (e.g. JUnit, sloccount, PyUnit,
Checkstyle etc.) and its integration in the build and test reports. Support for other tools can be
added via plugins.

•

Plugin-based system supporting easy extension of ETICS with support to other tools. Many
tools are supported out-of-the-box by ETICS. If the tools are not supported new plugins can be
added.

•

The ETICS users during project configuration can choose among several configuration
options (e.g. configuration management systems to be used, the preferred build tools and
platforms, components and external third party software).

•

ETICS offers management of build and runtime software dependencies. Within the ETICS
infrastructure a large repository of Open Source third party tools is available for users to
choose.

•

ETICS supports organizations in managing the synchronization of developers and teams who
are geographically separated.

•

Support for automatic creation of distribution packages in a number of different formats
(rpm, deb, tgz) on the basis of the platform selected for the build.

7.1.2 Maven
Apache Maven [R20] is a software project management and comprehension tool for Java. Based on
the concept of a project object model (POM), Maven can manage a project's build, reporting and
documentation from a central piece of information.
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The following are the key features of Maven:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

7.2.

Consistent usage across all projects
Dependency management including automatic updating, dependency closures
Able to easily work with multiple projects at the same time
A large and growing repository of libraries and metadata to use out of the box, and
arrangements in place with the largest Open Source projects for real-time availability of their
latest releases
Extensible, with the ability to easily write plugins in Java or scripting languages
Instant access to new features with little or no extra configuration
Ant tasks for dependency management and deployment outside of Maven
Model based builds: Maven is able to build any number of projects into predefined output
types such as a JAR, WAR, or distribution based on metadata about the project, without the
need to do any scripting in most cases.
Coherent site of project information: Using the same metadata as for the build process, Maven
is able to generate a web site or PDF including any documentation you care to add, and adds
to that standard reports about the state of development of the project.
Release management and distribution publication: Without much additional configuration,
Maven will integrate with your source control system such as CVS and manage the release of
a project based on a certain tag. It can also publish this to a distribution location for use by
other projects. Maven is able to publish individual outputs such as a JAR, an archive including
other dependencies and documentation, or as a source distribution.
Dependency management: Maven encourages the use of a central repository of JARs and
other dependencies. Maven comes with a mechanism that your project's clients can use to
download any JARs required for building your project from a central JAR. This allows users
of Maven to reuse JARs across projects and encourages communication between projects to
ensure that backward compatibility issues are dealt with.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

7.2.1 FindBugs
FindBugs [R30] is an open source program that looks for bugs in Java code. It uses static analysis to
identify hundreds of different potential types of errors in Java programs. FindBugs operates on Java
byte code, rather than source code.
7.2.2 Checkstyle
Checkstyle [R31] is a development tool to help programmers write Java code that adheres to a coding
standard. It automates the process of checking Java code to spare humans of this important task. This
makes it ideal for projects that want to enforce a coding standard.
Checkstyle is highly configurable and can be made to support almost any coding standard. An
example configuration file is supplied supporting the Sun Code Conventions. As well, other sample
configuration files are supplied for other well-known conventions.
Checkstyle can check many aspects of your source code. Checkstyle provides checks that find class
design problems, duplicate code, or bug patterns like double-checked locking.
7.2.3 SLOCCount
SLOCCount [R32] is a set of tools for counting physical Source Lines of Code (SLOC) in a large
number of languages of a potentially large set of programs.
SLOCCount includes a number of heuristics, so it can automatically detect file types, even those that
don't use the "standard" extensions, and conversely, it can detect many files that have a standard
extension but aren't really of that type. The SLOC counters have enough smarts to handle oddities of
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several languages. For example, SLOCCount examines assembly language files, determines the
comment scheme, and then correctly counts the lines automatically.
SLOCCount will even automatically estimate the effort, time, and money it would take to develop the
software (if it was developed as traditional proprietary software). Without options, it will use the basic
COCOMO model, which makes these estimates solely from the count of lines of code.
7.2.4 CCCC
CCCC [R33] is a tool that analyzes C++ and Java files and generates a report on various metrics of the
code. Metrics supported include lines of code, McCabe's complexity and metrics proposed by
Chidamber & Kemerer and Henry & Kafura [R43].
7.2.5 CKJM
CKJM [R34] calculates Chidamber and Kemerer object-oriented metrics by processing the byte code
of compiled Java files. The program calculates for each class the following six metrics proposed by
Chidamber and Kemerer: Weighted methods per class, Depth of Inheritance Tree, Number of
Children, Coupling between object classes, Response for a Class, Lack of cohesion in methods. In
addition it also calculates for each class: Afferent couplings and Number of public methods.
7.2.6 CPPCheck
CPPCheck [R35] is an analysis tool for C/C++ code. Unlike C/C++ compilers and many other analysis
tools, it does not detect syntax errors. CPPCheck only detects the types of bugs that the compilers
normally fail to detect. The goal is no false positives.
7.2.7 PMD
PMD [R36] scans Java source code and looks for potential problems such as:
•

Possible bugs - empty try/catch/finally/switch statements

•

Dead code - unused local variables, parameters and private methods

•

Suboptimal code - wasteful String/StringBuffer usage

•

Overcomplicated expressions - unnecessary if statements, for loops that could be while loops

•

Duplicate code - copied/pasted code means copied/pasted bugs

7.2.8 JUnit
JUnit [R37] is a programmer-oriented testing framework for Java. JUnit is a unit testing framework for
the Java programming language. JUnit has been important in the development of test-driven
development, and is one of a family of unit testing frameworks collectively known as xUnit that
originated with SUnit.
7.2.9 PyUnit
PyUnit [R38] is a unit testing framework. It is a Python language version of JUnit. It is the de facto
standard unit testing framework for this language.
7.2.10 PyLint
PyLint [R48] is a python tool that checks if a module satisfies a coding standard. PyLint is similar to
PyChecker but offers more features, like checking line-code's length, checking if variable names are
well-formed according to your coding standard, and checking if declared interfaces are truly
implemented.
7.2.11 JavaNCSS
JavaNCSS [R39] is a simple command line utility that measures two standard source code metrics for
the Java programming language. These metrics are: Non Commenting Source Statements (NCSS) and
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Cyclomatic Complexity Number (McCabe metric). The metrics can be collected globally, for each
class and/or for each function.
7.2.12 JDepend
JDepend [R40] traverses Java class file directories and generates design quality metrics for each Java
package. JDepend allows you to automatically measure the quality of a design in terms of its
extensibility, reusability, and maintainability to manage package dependencies effectively.
7.2.13 RPMLint
RPMLint [R41] is a tool for checking common errors in rpm packages. It can be used to test individual
packages before uploading. By default all checks are processed but specific checks can be performed
by using command line parameters. RPMLint is written in python and available under the GNU
General Public License.
7.2.14 IPv6
IPv6 is a tool developed during EGEE-III to inspect on build time the source code to check IPV6
compliance. It is written in Python and shell scripting. It processes C, C++ and Java source files and
searches for code that is still using IPV4 by detecting certain patterns. For greater performance, it uses
regular expressions.
7.2.15 Chart Generation Framework
The Chart Generation framework is a tool to automatically generate plots using many data sources. It
was designed to be generic so that it can be easily extended to support any chart that might be needed
in the future. It fetches data from multiple bug trackers, from ETICS web service and from EMI
verification dashboard. The data is processed by the framework and made available to classes written
by the user. These classes can specify the generated dataset and produce graphical aspects of the chart.
It is written in Java and it uses JFreeChart library to generate the charts. It is currently used to generate
the charts needed in the different EMI QA reports.
7.3.

ISSUE TRACKING AND COLLABORATION

7.3.1 JIRA
JIRA [R11] is a proprietary issue tracking product, developed by Atlassian, commonly used for bug
tracking, issue tracking, and project management. JIRA provides issue tracking and project tracking
for software development teams to improve code quality and the speed of development. Combining a
clean, fast interface for capturing and organizing issues with customizable workflows, dashboards and
a pluggable integration framework, JIRA is the perfect fit at the center of development teams.
7.3.2 Savannah
GNU Savannah [R12] is a project of the Free Software Foundation that serves as a collaborative
software development management system for Free Software projects. The CERN Savannah service
runs Savane, which is based on the same software as that used to run the popular SourceForge portal.
7.3.3 TWiki
TWiki [R13] is a structured wiki application, used to run a collaboration platform, knowledge or
document management system, a knowledge base, or team portal. Users can create wiki applications
using the TWiki Markup Language, and developers can extend its functionality with plugins.
7.3.4 Redmine
Redmine [R52] is a flexible multi project management web application. It contains some interesting
features such as SCM integration (SVN, CVS, Git, Mercurial, Bazaar and Darcs), an issue tracking
system, Gantt chart and calendar generator and issue creation via email.
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7.3.5 Trac
Trac [R53] is an enhanced wiki and issue tracking system for software development projects. It uses a
minimalistic approach to web-based software project management. Our mission is to help developers
write great software while staying out of the way. It should impose as little as possible on a team's
established development process and policies
7.4.

VERSION CONTROL

7.4.1 Concurrent Versions System
The Concurrent Versions System (CVS) [R14], also known as the Concurrent Versioning System, is a
client-server free software revision control system in the field of software development. Version
control system software keeps track of all work and all changes in a set of files, and allows several
developers (potentially widely separated in space and/or time) to collaborate.
7.4.2 Subversion
Apache Subversion [R15], often abbreviated SVN, is a software versioning and a revision control
system. Developers use Subversion to maintain current and historical versions of files such as source
code, web pages, and documentation. Its goal is to be a mostly-compatible successor to the widely
used Concurrent Versions System (CVS)
7.4.3 Git
Git [R16] is a distributed revision control system with an emphasis on speed. Git was initially
designed and developed by Linus Torvalds for Linux kernel development. Every Git working
directory is a full-fledged repository with complete history and full revision tracking capabilities, not
dependent on network access or a central server.
GitHub [R54] is the tool selected by the EMI PEB as the VCS used for common EMI developments.
7.4.4 Mercurial
Mercurial [R17] is a cross-platform, distributed revision control tool for software developers.
Mercurial is primarily a command line program but graphical user interface extensions are available.
All of Mercurial's operations are invoked as keyword options to its driver program hg, a reference to
the chemical symbol of the element mercury.
Mercurial's major design goals include high performance and scalability, decentralized, fully
distributed collaborative development, robust handling of both plain text and binary files, and
advanced branching and merging capabilities, while remaining conceptually simple. It includes an
integrated web interface.
7.5.

REPOSITORIES

7.5.1 EPEL Repository
Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux (EPEL) [R18] is a volunteer-based community effort from the
Fedora project to create a repository of high-quality add-on packages for Red Hat Enterprise Linux
(RHEL) and its compatible spinoffs such as CentOS or Scientific Linux. Fedora is the upstream of
RHEL and add-on packages for EPEL are primarily sourced from the Fedora repository and built
against RHEL.
7.5.2 Debian Stable “squeeze”
A Debian [R19] repository is a set of Debian packages organized in a special directory tree that also
contains a few additional files containing indexes and checksums of the packages. If a user adds a
repository, he can easily view and install all the packages available in it just like the packages
contained in Debian.
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The code name for the next major Debian release after “lenny” is “squeeze”. This release started as a
copy of "lenny", and is currently in a state called testing. That means that things should not break as
much as in unstable or experimental distributions, because packages are allowed to enter this
distribution only after a certain period of time has passed, and when they don't have any releasecritical bugs filed against them.
7.5.3 Maven Repository
Maven [R20] Repositories are remote collections of projects from which Maven uses to populate the
local repository of the build system. It is from this local repository that Maven calls it plugins and
dependencies. Different remote repositories may contain different projects, and under the active
profile they may be searched for a matching release or snapshot artifact.
7.5.4 ETICS Repository
The ETICS [R6] repository is the standard location where all the software artifacts generated by the
ETICS Build and Test System: packages, metrics, build and test reports, are stored and made publicly
available. The repository also gathers third part packages (externals) that are used by the ETICS Build
and Test System as dependencies to build the software.
7.5.5 EMI Repository
An initial YUM/APT [R25] [R42] repository service has been provided and is currently available to
the EMI release manager for a first registration of packages. This repository is based on the AFS and
HTTPD services provided by CERN. The AFS space is located at /afs/cern.ch/project/emi/repository/
and the web site which gives a public HTTP access is located at [R21]. The web site is composed of a
basic web interface with the EMI logo, a short description of the service and several links to the
different package repositories created. A link from the EMI website has been added.
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8. TOOL INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN AND TRANSITION
During the first months of the project, a design of the new integrated software engineering
infrastructure has been drafted. This plan is largely based on the collected requirements and early tool
investigation summarized in sections 6 and 7 of this document. Starting from the state of the tools
available at the beginning of the project, different steps of modifications and improvements have been
outlined from minor to major effort required. Each solution was able to fulfill an increased number of
requirements and therefore implied more effort compared to the previous one. The importance of
fulfilling each requirement has been the decision factor on how far to go with the improvement work
in each specific area.
8.1.

BUILD, INTEGRATION, PACKAGING AND RELEASE SYSTEM

8.1.1 Initial status
As previously described in earlier in this document, at project start each middleware distribution was
using the build system they have been independently used in the past years. Dependencies,
configurations, packaging and releases were therefore managed heterogeneously. The choice of each
build system had been driven by previous requirements of the projects such as programming language,
modularity, distribution of developers, testing requirements, etc. Different middleware characteristics
led to different systems. The systems we found at day-0 were the following:
•

ETICS: custom developed by an EGEE related project, this build system tries to abstract
the different characteristics in language, size, build tool, etc. of the gLite components in
order to provide a common interface for dependencies and packaging. Because of the high
heterogeneity of gLite modules, ETICS requires an in-depth configuration of each
component, unlike other build systems considered simpler because targeting specific
languages or platforms.

•

Maven: Mainstreams build system by Apache for Java projects. While it provides an easy,
optimized and powerful system to build Java software, it is not recommended for nonJava projects.

•

Mock: in combination with KOJI and Mash provides an easy build system for the Red
Hat-based platforms. Only targeting packaging and creation of repositories for testing,
integration and production. Suitable for projects without many inter-dependencies
between modules.

•

NorduGrid build system: custom developed layer on top of Mock and PBuilder to
achieve good packaging on RPM and DEB based platforms. Same characteristics as
Mock.

•

Manual builds: some PTs are still in alpha/beta phase and do not have yet a mature build
system in place.

These build systems fulfill the requirements in different ways:
Requirements – Please refer to section 6.1 for descriptions
ETICS
1

2

3
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Maven
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Mock
1

1/2

1/2

1/2

NorduGrid
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1/2

Since the infrastructure was already in place, no additional effort was needed to provide such service.
The major problem of the first tool-set was the impossibility of building all software in a single unified
tool. This was making impossible to manage dependencies uniformly, components could not easily
reference components built on different systems, no single build report was available and it was very
hard to ensure the same quality of the packages produced.
8.1.2 First level of integration
The first possible option was to use ETICS as main integration tool and make it trigger, when possible,
or replace, otherwise, all the other build systems when the software configuration was not based on
ETICS.
Components of software not existing in ETICS would be configured in the system. These new ETICS
components would simply trigger whatever existing build/compilation/dependency system they were
already using:
•

dCache and UNICORE could be simply integrated by triggering a Maven build. ETICS would
not be able to control Maven dependencies that would be configured in the Maven POM file.
Since Maven does not produce RPMs, the packaging instructions would be added in ETICS.

•

The Information System software was already configured also in ETICS in order to make it
available in the gLite releases. In this case no changes would be required.

•

ARC could be integrated by directly triggering Autotools. An ETICS re-packaging of ARC
custom external dependencies would be required and some changes in the make files may be
needed in order to link against ETICS external dependencies installed in local space instead of
against the default OS dependencies.

This solution would improve the global dependency management because only two systems would
still be in control: ETICS and Maven. Moreover being all software built in the same box, crossreferences could be easily achieved. The build order would be globally ensured and a single unified
report would be available to the release manager to control the integration.
The main issue would be instead the complete lack of conformance to OS guidelines. While this
would not be a step backward for most software components, as the guidelines were not followed in
the past, the ARC middleware would be penalized because, being completely EPEL compliant would
regress to a non-compatible state.
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In addition the PTs would need to maintain different metadata in order to make all the build systems
work correctly. Maven POM files, SPEC files, Control files and ETICS configurations would require
maintenance.
Here follows the requirement fulfillment table of this first integration.
Requirements – Please refer to section 6.1 for descriptions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1/2

1/2

12

13

The required effort for this first integration is to configure the missing software in ETICS and possibly
to adapt some build scripts to make them compatible with the build system. As the components from
different middleware distributions may initially have conflicting dependency versions, the ETICS
system seems to be the right integration tool for the initial phase as it is also able to not enforce any
global consistency on dependency versions.
8.1.3 Proper packaging
After a first level of integration would be completed, the main concern would be to fulfill the
requirement of producing packages according to distribution guidelines.
Using the recommended tools such as Mock and PBuilder will conflict with requirement 11 of section
6.1 “Have a single build of multiple components with build-time or runtime dependency conflicts”
since only one version of the same package can be installed in a pristine environment. Therefore this
requirement, even if needed in the initial phase of the integration, is considered an obstacle to the
overall OS compliancy of the middleware. It must therefore be removed and the software must be
adapted in being more flexible in accepting a broad range of dependency versions.
8.1.3.1 ETICS and NorduGrid systems
A first solution would be to have two separate systems running in parallel: ETICS as the integration
system and the NorduGrid system as packaging system to produce RPMs and DEBs.
The ETICS build commands would be used to build in user space and therefore also to setup
developer workspaces while the build instruction specified in SPEC and Control files would be used to
generate RPMs and DEBs with the NorduGrid build system.
In addition to the issues reported in the previous section, this solution would require a double
configuration of software also for the components that were using ETICS natively. A SPEC and
Control file will be required for the NorduGrid system and the creation of build configurations would
be required for ETICS. Moreover having two separate systems would not guarantee that what is
packaged corresponds exactly to what has been integrated.
The effort for this solution would just be for the PTs to provide the additional metadata as the required
services are already supported by SA2.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – Please refer to section 6.1 for descriptions
1

2

3

4

5

1/2

6

7

8

9

10

11

1/2

1/2

N/A

12

13

8.1.3.2 Mock and PBuilder in ETICS
A second solution would be integrating or implementing Mock and PBuilder functionalities in ETICS
to allow builds in both user space and pristine environment.
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This solution would require some effort in developing the integration of Mock and PBuilder or in
implementing their features in ETICS. The advantages would be a single system to maintain and a
single process for release, integration and packaging.
The duplication of metadata may be still required as the instructions to build in user space and the
instructions to build in a pristine environment are often different. In some cases when the scripts are
parameterized properly, ETICS could use the same instructions in both builds but this cannot be
applied in a general way.
The difference would be the possibility of managing the metadata in a uniform way instead of
interacting with two systems.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – Please refer to section 6.1 for descriptions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1/2

1/2

N/A

12

13

8.1.4 Further improvements
Here is presented a list of further improvements of the system to fulfill the remaining requirements.
8.1.4.1 Uniform dependency handling
Currently ETICS and the pristine build tools such as Mock and PBuilder behave differently when
handling dependencies. The main differences are four:
•

ETICS allows different versions of the same package to coexist in the workspace with special
dependencies named static. This is not allowed with pristine tools.

•

ETICS is based on the concept that generally dependencies are not backward compatible. This
causes a rigid control of what versions of dependencies are used when building a package.
That is why ETICS hard-codes the versions of dependencies in an operation called locking to
make the package reproducible. Pristine tools instead do not control what versions are used to
build but they rather take whatever version is available in the system on which the package is
built.

•

ETICS repackages external dependencies in TAR.GZ packages which are controlled within
the system in configurations

•

ETICS dependencies are installed in a local repository in user space of the build machine.
Each package is installed in a separate location within the repository. Pristine tools instead
install dependencies in the pristine environment as they are packaged.

These three differences create problems when software needs to be built in both systems.
In order to simplify the situation, ETICS requires some changes to be adapted to the way pristine tools
build but keeping the advantages it brings when creating developer environments.
The possible changes are the following:
•

Automatically package ETICS externals by importing RPMs and DEBs from selected YUM
or APT repositories

•

Change the way ETICS installs these packages by providing a pristine-like environment by
extract RPMs and DEBs as they are in a stage area

•

Change the behavior of static dependencies not allowing the use of two different versions of
the same package. Static dependencies should behave as a REQUIRES constraint set to equals
in a SPEC or Control file
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•

By default, ignore the locking information and build with whatever is defined in the specified
project configuration

•

Automatically populate project configurations adding the default versions of external
dependencies according to what the distributions provide

These changes would make ETICS behave similarly to pristine tools and therefore they will help when
these tools will be introduced in the system.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – Please refer to section 6.1 for descriptions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1/2

9

10

11

1/2

1/2

N/A

12

13

8.1.4.2 Common external dependency repository
The only missing integration step of the previous section would be with Maven. Maven uses its own
repositories as source of external dependencies and chooses their versions according to what is defined
in the POM file. A way to force the use of certain dependencies would be to create Maven repositories
with only the package versions defined in the ETICS project configurations so that any other
requirement set in the POM file would make the build to fail.
This could only be achieved by having a service that would produce YUM, APT, ETICS and Maven
repositories with the same contents regarding package versions. In this way ETICS, Mock, PBuilder
and Maven would be connected to this set of repositories and all the builds would be performed using
the same dependencies or the build would fail.
Such service would also help the integration of Mock and PBuilder in ETICS since the two systems
rely on YUM and APT repositories to install the required dependencies. By providing these
repositories automatically out of project configurations would also improve the integration level
between ETICS and the pristine tools.
This would require a major effort in developing this service that is currently not available and to
integrate all the tools to use this service instead of their default ones.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – Please refer to section 6.1 for descriptions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1/2

1/2

N/A

12

13

8.1.4.3 Unique metadata descriptor
Another major issue for the integration of various build system is the different metadata descriptor
each system has to define build instructions, dependencies, etc.
Maven uses POM files, Mock uses SPEC files, PBuilder uses Control files and ETICS uses a central
database of configurations that can be serialized to INI files.
A first possible integration in this area would be to create ETICS plugins that would parse the
information from the different descriptor files and populate the ETICS configurations with the
required metadata.
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Plugins for SPEC, Control and POM files could simplify the daily usage of the system allowing the
user to focus on their main descriptor file and letting ETICS analyze the file to generate the various
configurations required for the integration.
Having the main descriptor in a version control system (VCS) would also help in keeping a complete
history of the component build instructions since all the previous versions would be archived.
A possible issue with this solution would be the duplication of build metadata since it would be stored
in both descriptor files and central database. This could lead to inconsistencies and synchronization
problems.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – Please refer to section 6.1 for descriptions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1/2

10

11

12

13

N/A

8.1.4.4 Distributed data model
A final further improvement would be to serialize the ETICS metadata and INI files and to move it to
the version control systems (VCS) with the source code as all the other systems do.
Each software component would store the required descriptors and the build system would just parse
them and build a temporary metadata model in an internal cache which would then be used to generate
builds and show information.
SPEC files would define how to build to package RPMs, Control files would define how to build to
package DEBs, POM files would define how to build Java components, ETICS INI files would define
how to build in user space, setup the developer workspace and how to test and execute QA plugins to
collect metrics.
Since ETICS already automatically produces SPEC and Control files for most of the components,
users would be able to only use the INI file and let the other descriptors to be generated out of it. To
have more control, SPEC and Control files could be created to overwrite the ETICS automatic
generation.
Project and subsystem definitions could also be managed in a distribute way by storing a different
ETICS INI file with the grouping information in separate VCS modules. Each of this descriptor files
would provide the information about the children modules by listing all the locations of the children
INI files available in different VCS locations. This would replace the ETICS project and subsystem
configurations. In this way releases could be prepared by recursively linking specific versions of
children descriptor files up to the leaf descriptors where the build instructions would be defined.
The effort of this solution would be major. Most of the ETICS components would need modifications
and parsers for each descriptor would need to be developed.
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Figure 1 - Distributed data model
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – Please refer to section 6.1 for descriptions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

N/A

8.2. TEST SYSTEM
The test system allows PTs to test their software during and after a successful build and integration.
The system must support the execution of several types of test such as:
•

Unit tests: test of the smallest testable part of an application, typically an individual function
or procedure. Ideally, each test case is independent from the others. Substitutes like method
stubs, mock objects, fakes and test harnesses can be used to assist testing a module in
isolation. Unit tests are typically written and run by software developers to ensure that code
meets its design and behaves as intended.

•

System tests: testing conducted on a complete, integrated system to evaluate the system's
compliance with its specified requirements. It should require no knowledge of the inner design
of the code or logic.

•

Installation test: tests to install and set up the new software successfully. The testing process
may involve full, partial or upgrades install/uninstall processes.
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•

Regression test: tests to uncover software errors by partially retesting a modified program.
The intent of regression testing is to provide a general assurance that no additional errors were
introduced in the process of fixing other problems.

•

Stress test: a form of testing that is used to determine the stability of a given system or entity.
It involves testing beyond normal operational capacity, often to a breaking point, in order to
observe the results.

8.2.1 ETICS as a test system
The proposed solution is to use the test system provided by ETICS and trigger all the testing
frameworks already available from the PTs such as XUnit [R29], Dejagnu [R44], Yaimgen [R45] and
other custom scripts.
The ETICS test system currently allows two levels of testing capabilities:
1. Automatic execution of unit tests during the build process with currently JUnit and PyUnit
plug-ins. The tests to run can be either specified by the user or automatically loaded and
executed. Automatic reports are created and linked in the build report. Other tests and
validations can be performed during the build by providing test instructions in the ETICS
build commands.
2. Execution of test commands on a selected platform in a worker node. Tests can be executed in
user space or as privileged user (run as root). This feature enables several options:
a. Tests of the installation of software. The test commands can perform installation of
software with tools such as YUM and APT. ETICS also provides YUM repositories
out of builds to facilitate the correct identification of what needs to be installed from a
specific software release.
b. Once the software is installed it requires a configuration. User scripts such as
Yaimgen (for gLite) can perform this task in the worker node. ETICS provides some
deployable components called deployment modules that can be used to install common
services required by the software to test. Components such as Apache Tomcat or
certificate authorities are available for use.
c. System and regression tests can also be performed in the worker node contacting the
locally installed and configured service. The local service could either be selfcontained or could contact other preinstalled services if needed such as, for instance,
the ones provided by test-beds.
All custom test reports created by the user can be made available as part of the ETICS
reports. Since tests are defined as configurations, they can be grouped in test-suites and
executed together for instance at night-time.
This service is already provided by ETICS therefore no effort is required.
The initial system fulfills the requirements as follows:
Requirements – Please refer to section 6.2 for descriptions
1

2
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8.2.2 Further improvements
To fulfill the missing requirements, some effort would be needed to release the following missing
features:
•

Once a system to obfuscate sensitive information would be released in the ETICS command
line client, the user would be able to set some properties which value would then be removed
from the logs and from the reports. This could be useful to pass sensitive information such as
passwords to the test execution without storing it in the test metadata.

•

A Multi-Node testing feature of the ETICS test system would allow users to deploy software
simultaneously on several worker nodes and provides a messaging system for the
synchronization among nodes and information exchange. This system could be used to
orchestrate complex testing scenarios involving services running in different machines.

Moreover, by leveraging the virtual infrastructure described in this document, the missing requirement
related to virtualization such as “Custom loading of virtual machine images with preinstalled
software” could be fulfilled.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – Please refer to section 6.2 for descriptions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

8.3. QA SYSTEM
The Quality Assurance system is composed of four types of tools:
•

Software metrics tools are executed during or after the build and collect metrics about
software characteristics such as lines of code, languages, bug patterns, in-line documentation,
package compliance to guidelines, etc.

•

Process metrics tools need to me interfaced to requirement/bug/issue tracking systems and
provide information about the process such as average time to release a bug fix, number of
bugs identified at test versus production time, etc.

•

Metrics repository to store, archive and catalogue metrics. A service that can be queried to
provide summary information and detailed data over time.

•

Metrics visualization such as trend analysis plot generator and dashboards to properly
visualize the various aspects of QA.

As the current plan is to base the build and test infrastructure on the ETICS technology, the QA tools
plan is developed on the improvement of the ETICS system.
At project start, the ETICS system already ships with some capabilities for quality assurance. The
system already provides some QA plug-ins for metrics generation. These plug-ins can be executed
during the builds and provide useful information about several aspects of code quality. A “Metrics”
section is also available in the build report, which displays the results of plug-ins executions. All
metrics are already collected and permanently stored in a metrics repository after the build. A query
language is available for retrieving the stored metrics to produce plots or reports. Finally some
visualization tools such as a generic trend analysis plot generator and a simple dashboard engine are
already in place to ease the dissemination of quality assurance information.
This service is already provided by ETICS therefore no effort is required.
The system fulfills the requirements as follows:
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Requirements – See section 6.4
1

2

1/2

3

4

5

1/2

8.3.1 Implementation of new QA plug-ins
A comprehensive list of QA plug-ins able to collect all the software metrics as defined by task SA2.3
would be required. Moreover some of the available plug-ins would need small modifications to be
adapted to the new EMI build procedures and packaging formats.
The required effort depends on the number and complexity of plug-ins that are demanded by SA2.3 to
implement a proper QA process.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – See section 6.4
1

2

3

4

5

1/2

8.3.2 Export and unification of metrics from tracking systems
Since there is no uniformity in tracking system usage by PTs and there is no plan to change the
situation, extraction tools interfacing such different systems with the rest of the QA tools would be
required. Moreover, in order to properly produce metrics covering both software and process areas, for
instance “High priority bugs per clock”, it would be necessary to correctly match each product with its
own tracker category/ies and with each software component.
These tools would perform the following operations:
•

Export data coming from the different PT trackers and convert it into a uniform format to be
read by the QA tools.

•

Identify and map relations among software components, products and PTs in order to correctly
generate metrics across these entities.

The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – See section 6.4
1

2

3

4

5

1/2

8.3.3 Build of QA reports with charts and trend analysis plots
A QA reporting tool would be needed to produce high quality reports showing the metrics in
understandable formats. Tables, charts and plots would be used to explain the status of quality within
the project. Both process and software metrics would be illustrated with comparisons and trend
analysis over time. Information would be organized by PT, product and software component.
These reports could be of different formats according to addressed stakeholders. A quarterly report
would be needed as a deliverable to be sent to the European Commission. This report would contain
project-wide information over the reference period. A weekly report would also be required to be
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discussed at the EMT. This report would include information useful to the release manager about
software integration and releases. Finally a third report would be generated every night after the
nightly builds and it would be addressing PTs in order to provide feedback for the continuous
improvement process.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – See section 6.4
1

2

3

4

5

8.4. BUILD AND TEST EXECUTION INFRASTRUCTURE
The build and test execution infrastructure provides a service upon which the build, test, QA and
repository services are rely. As the plan for such system is based on the ETICS technology, the plan is
developed on the improvement of the ETICS build and test infrastructure.
8.4.1 Initial status
The ETICS build and test system relies on an infrastructure composed of a job scheduler and on a pool
of worker nodes to perform build and tests.
The submission service is based on Metronome as build and test execution engine and Condor as
scheduler and workload management system. The worker node infrastructure is composed of a hybrid
pool of physical and virtual machines. The virtualization system is based on VMWare Server 1.0.
The major issues concerning this infrastructure are:
•

Impossibility for the user to cancel queuing or running build or tests. The cancelling is only
allowed to administrators.

•

Multi-Node scheduling could be provided but being the infrastructure static, the possibility of
really leverage this feature would be limited by the limited availability of requested platforms.

• The virtualization engine does not provide satisfactory performance when jobs need a large
amount of resources (mainly RAM).
• The management of the hypervisors is not centralized and when a problem occurs, it is
necessary to directly access in the hypervisor to investigate the situation.
• Scalability, availability of monitoring tools and security
The system fulfills the requirements as follows:
Requirements – See section 6.3
1

2

3

4

5

1/2

1/2

Non functional requirements – See section 6.7
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8.4.2 Migration to CERN Virtualization Infrastructure
A first plan of improvement consists in the migration of the virtualization system to the CERN
Virtualization Infrastructure (CVI) that is a CERN-provided reliable virtualization service.
While the scheduling service would not change, the worker node infrastructure would be based on
such newly provided service. This would not provide any new feature to the user but would allow
fulfilling nearly all non-functional requirements.
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The effort required would be the transition of hypervisors and images to the new virtualization
technology.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – See section 6.3
1

2

3

4

5

1/2

1/2

Non functional requirements – See section 6.7
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8.4.3 Elastic infrastructure
A final improvement would be to exploit the API provided by the CVI to create an elastic
infrastructure able to dynamically start, stop, pause, resume and live-migrate virtual machine
according to the user load and requests.
This solution would provide more functionality, would remove all the dependencies to Metronome and
Condor, and would allow a better management of virtual machines and hypervisors with a custom
virtualization manager. The final objective would be to have a fully dynamic virtualized infrastructure
for building and testing which would fit all requirements.
Such service would allow custom virtual image instantiation, job cancelling, virtual machine access
after build and test via snapshots and dynamic availability of platforms for build, test and multi-node
jobs.
The effort of this solution is described by the following actions:
1. Develop a custom layer to listen for jobs and execute them (Job Scheduler and Dispatcher).
2. Remove Condor and NMI from the system.
3. Implement a Virtualization Manager based on the ETICS submission interface that would use
the CVI web service to elastically handle VMs.
4. Develop a GUI in order to monitoring the infrastructure.
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Figure 2 - Elastic infrastructure
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – See section 6.3
1

2

3

4

Non functional requirements – See section 6.7
5

6

1

3

4

5

6

8

8.5. REPOSITORY
A common repository is needed in order to bring together the software of the different providers.
8.5.1 Basic YUM/APT repository
As mentioned earlier in this document, a basic YUM/APT repository has been already made available
to the Release Manager. This repository is based on the AFS and HTTPD services provided by CERN.
The AFS space is located at /afs/cern.ch/project/emi/repository/ and the web site which gives a public
HTTP access is located at [R21].
The system fulfills the requirements as follows:
Requirements – See section 6.5
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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8.5.2 Advanced repository
An improved repository service would be required to fulfill the missing requirements and to enable
PTs to create repositories for the various phases of the software engineering process.
This service would be largely based on the current codebase of the ETICS Repository which would be
extracted from the rest of the system in order to allow non-ETICS users to take advantage from it.
The new service would provide missing features such as searching of packages, browsing of package
contents and visualization of package metadata. Users will be able to automatically create repositories
out of packages produced in builds or create/edit repositories as part of automatic tests.
Using the new repository as a tool instead of as a service, it would be possible to start a local
repository server based on local packages without the need of creating a new repository in the central
service. This can be useful if users need to test freshly made packages, still in alpha state, even before
committing the code in a version control system (VCS) or configuring the software in the build
system.
As the ETICS Repository is only able to handle YUM repositories, the first version of this new service
would have this limitation. Due to this limitation, this new service would be used only as an internal
service by developers and testers. The production repository would remain the one described in the
previous section that provides both YUM and APT capability.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – See section 6.5
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

8.5.3 Enabling APT and Maven
With further development, the repository service could be extended to support APT and Maven
repositories. This would allow the complete switch to this new service also for production repositories
previously handled by the basic repository.
The requirements would be fulfilled as follows:
Requirements – See section 6.5
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

8.6. TRACKING SYSTEM
At project start, each middleware distribution was already using a different tracking system that were
already provided and supported by project partners or third parties. Not much interest has been shown
in moving to a single integrated system. A decision to not converge to a single tracking system was
taken and, as a consequence, no plan for selection and migration was drafted by SA2.4. The main
motivations are:
• This decision does not impact user experience as EMI has decided to adopt the GGUS
incident system for user support. Such system will hide all internal tracking system acting as
a facade for the EMI project.
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• The quality assurance process would not be affected either as export scripts were already
planned to convert the custom data of the tracking systems to a unified format which would
be understandable by the QA tools.
• PTs preferred to modify their own tracking system to adapt it to the EMI process instead of
converging to a single tracker. This would not affect the PT-internal processes that would
keep working the same way they were before the project start.
• As seen below, all used tracking systems cover most of the requirements and can be adapted
to satisfy all the EMI project needs.

Savannah - Requirements – See section 6.6
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Bugzilla - Requirements – See section 6.6
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1/2

Trac - Requirements – See section 6.6
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SourceForge - Requirements – See section 6.6
1

2
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9. IMPLEMENTATION IN EMI 1 KEBNEKAISE
This section describes how far the plan mentioned in the previous section has been implemented
during the first year. The solution is based on the ETICS Build and Test system as a general
framework triggering the language-specific build systems such as Maven or Autotools for the
compilation of the sources. Mock and PBuilder are used to produce packages compliant with the
Linux distributions. The QA process has been built in parallel with the build process. Metrics are
generated automatically during the builds and reports are generated every night.
9.1.

BUILD, INTEGRATION, PACKAGING AND RELEASE SYSTEM

9.1.1 Initial decisions
Soon after project start, some decisions were taken to lay down the foundation of the tool
infrastructure. These statements, which shaped the EMI software engineering process, were the
conclusion of a long discussion among middleware distributions, PTs and project activities:
•

All the EMI software is built together in a single unit. This build produces QA metrics, source
and binary packages. Binary packages can be used for testing or release. Source packages are
used to build binary packages in pristine environments as specified in OS distributions.

•

A single tool is used to perform integration builds from source. The system of choice is
ETICS. All build tools will be supported and integrated via this unified integration system.

•

EMI is to use a common build, test and QA system as much as practically possible. All
components to be released as part of EMI must have configurations in ETICS.

9.1.2 Project tool setup
The initial configuration of the ETICS system began for EMI. A new “emi” project was made
available in ETICS. This is the place where all the EMI software is built. All the EMI software
configurations were required to be part of this project.
The internal project structure was then created. The project was organized in subsystems and each
subsystem in components. Each component would have a set of configuration objects representing
each version of that particular software.
The Build Integration and Configuration Policy [R46] was written together with SA2.2. The policy is
tightly related to the integration and configuration tool and includes naming conventions, object field
requirements, command and dependency constraints and other related information on how to properly
use the tools.
A long activity started to clone all existing ETICS configurations from old projects that were using
ETICS before EMI. Hundreds of gLite configurations were copied to the new project accurately
modifying their characteristics according to the project policies. This was also taken by the PTs as an
occasion to clean up their configurations and properly restructure their software.
9.1.3 Integration of EMI 0
As agreed with SA1, the first integration exercise of EMI has been done using the production version
of the ETICS system without any further development. This allowed an early start in the integration of
the release. The main characteristics of this release were:
•

The milestone would be considered achieved once the build would be successful at 90%

•

All the external dependencies would be taken by the official repositories. SL5 and EPEL have
been the main repositories for this exercise. As ETICS was not able to automatically install
packages on demand, the platform on which the build would happened, was supposed to
contain all required packages already installed.
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Before the work on the EMI 0 release could start, some activities were required to setup the
environment:
•

A new ETICS platform was required: “sl5_x86_64_gcc412EPEL” which had the mentioned
repositories available and active.

•

A mechanism to install external dependencies was needed. Initially this was done manually
upon request; soon some automatic scripts have been developed to automatically install
packages from a list maintained by the release manager. This considerably improved the speed
and reduced the maintenance effort required from the SA2 team.

Once the infrastructure and platforms were ready, the integration started. Three automatic builds were
submitted and executed daily at intervals of 6 hours.
The new EPEL platform was deployed in the ETICS execution infrastructure. At first one node was
available; with the increase of demand, the pool reached a final state of 11 nodes. In order to fatherly
increase the build performance, two new high performance nodes were added to the pool. These nodes
were configured to accept only resource demanding jobs such as project builds. This resulted in a total
of 13 nodes deployed for the EMI 0 integration exercise.
A particular exception worth mentioning is about the handling of Maven-based configurations. As
Maven was not available in RPM form, it was installed manually in the platform from tar.gz. All
components using Maven were triggering the build via the ETICS commands and then using the
ETICS packager to create RPMs from the binaries produced by Maven.
At this stage, the package compliance with OS guidelines was considered not important. That is why
the ARC middleware accepted to build via ETICS even if the produced packages were not as
compliant as when building with their NorduGrid build system.
The EMI 0 integration exercise was concluded successfully. This step covered the plan explained in
sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 of this document.
9.1.4 ETICS CLI client 1.5
After the EMI 0 release was completed, the SA2 team released the new ETICS command line client
version 1.5.0-1. This release introduced a number of important new features and fixes to be more
compatible with standard build practices on Linux operating systems. The main effect of these
changes was that some actions that ETICS was managing for the software to be build, especially the
installation of dependencies, was now provided by the operating system and/or by the software to be
built. The previous functionality was and is still fully supported for older project configurations or if it
is preferred to build within a standard ETICS workspace rather than installing dependencies in the
system.
The main features are [R47]:
•

DEFAULT properties for dependency resolution are not needed anymore, but can still
be used if needed. When the client must resolve a dependency for a package and no
DEFAULT property is defined, it will now look in the OS and its configured Yum/APT
repositories to find a suitable package to be installed. If the DEFAULT properties are defined,
the client will try to take them from the ETICS repo as usual or check whether they are
already installed in the OS, but it will not try to pull from Yum/APT.

•

RPM-based installation from the ETICS Repository. If a dependency defined using a
DEFAULT property is available in RPM format from ETICS, the client tries to install the
RPM instead of using the tar.gz.

•

Parentless locked configurations. If a locked configuration has been locked without a project
configuration, the missing properties are evaluated as if it were not locked and are taken from
the specified project configuration or from the OS.
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•

Fedora Mock integration. Mock is now optionally integrated within an ETICS build. It is
activated by using the build option --repackage=configuration, where configuration is the
name of the mock configuration to be used.

•

Package compliance map report. A new package report type shows a "compliance map" of
the packages created by a build. This report is best used when running mock, although it can
be used also without running mock. The map shows in color whether a package of a given
type exists and if it was generated by mock or by ETICS.

•

Multi-node testing. Support for multi-node testing is now officially available. It can be used
to execute distributed tests composed of several nodes and services as root or as standard user.

9.1.5 Integration of EMI 1 RC0, RC1 and RC2
While the EMI 1 RC0 release was still integrated using the old ETICS command line interface (series
1.4) and in consisted only in a better success rate of the build, with the new release of the client 1.5.01, everything was ready to move on to the second step: building in a pristine environment. The EMI 1
RC1 integration process was created with the following characteristics:
•

A new ETICS platform was created with a minimal set of installed packages. This platform
was configured according to the Fedora guidelines for pristine environments. All the worker
nodes dedicated to EMI were updated to this new platform.

•

As the build was running with privileged rights to install external dependencies in the
platform, an automatic system was implemented to automatically scratch and restart the
worker nodes after a build. This was guaranteeing that every new build landing on a worker
node had the promised pristine environment.

•

The new ETICS client was used. The client was installing all and only the required external
dependencies into the system before the build of each component.

After several days needed to correct the various failures, the EMI 1 RC1 build integration process
concluded with a 100% Success build.
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Figure 3 - EMI 1 RC1 successful build report
In order to completely cover the steps of the plan explained in section 8.1.3 of this document, a
complete build in a pristine environment using Mock is needed. Even though the required SA2 tools
have already been completed, the integration of the EMI 1 RC2 release is currently ongoing and the
results will be presented in the next update of this deliverable, DSA2.2.3.
9.2. TEST SYSTEM
Even though the main efforts have been devolved to the build and integration system, as this was the
first one required to be functional for the upcoming EMI releases, progress has been made also on
other aspects of the system such as the test system.
As mentioned above, with the release of the ETICS command line client version 1.5.0-1, some
improvements covered the testing capability of the system:
•

The multi-node test was officially released. Even if some people were already using it via a
dedicated client, this feature is now officially available in the system.

•

The feature to obfuscate sensitive information from the logs and reports was also previously
released as part of client version 1.4.15-1. This feature allows users to inject to the test
sensitive account information such as user names and passwords. This information will be
removed from every publicly reachable report or log.

Some of the EMI PTs have been actively using the ETICS test system in the past months. They have
also implemented a reporting tool to ease the browsing of nightly builds, installations and tests. The
ETICS team is now considering whether would be useful to integrate this tool as part of the ETICS
official software stack. The figure below shows a report generated by this tool.
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Figure 4 - EMI Nightly build, installation, configuration and test
With the release of the ETICS 1.4.14-1 and 1.5.0-1 clients all the features mentioned in the plan in
section 8.2 of this document have been implemented. Currently the single missing feature is depending
on the build and test execution infrastructure which is not yet ready to allow a custom loading of
virtual machines with preinstalled software.
9.3. QA SYSTEM
The work on quality assurance mainly focused on the creation or extension of tools to generate, extract
and report metrics. This implied the enrichment of the pool of ETICS QA plug-ins for software
metrics, the implementation of tracking-system exporters for process metrics and the design and
development of a QA report generator.
9.3.1 New QA plug-ins
On the software metrics side, new ETICS plug-ins have been created to better support the
programming languages used in EMI. PyLint and CPPCheck have been added to the system to provide
more information on Python and C/C++ components. RPMLint has also been created to validate the
conformance of the RPM packages with the OS guidelines. Moreover several other plug-ins, already
existing in the system, have been improved to better adapt to the EMI component and software
structures. FindBugs, Checkstyle, PMD and CCCC have been optimized to better detect source and
library locations. Finally SLOCCount has been modified to detect all existing programming languages
of a specific component in order to automatically trigger the execution of the other language-specific
code analysis plug-ins.
9.3.2 Tracking system exporters
On the process metrics side, each middleware distribution developed an exporting tool for their own
tracking systems. This provided the QA reporting tools with a uniform interface from where to retrieve
process information. For this activity, three XML schemas have been created in collaboration between
SA2.4 and SA2.3:
•

BugListing.xsd that defines an unbounded set of defects existing in each middleware bugtracker.

•

BugMapping.xsd which defines the mapping between the bug tracker export values and the
values to be put in the BugListing.xml.

•

SQAPDefinitions.xsd which is not directly used but it defines the common elements used in
BugMapping.xsd and BugListing.xsd.
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Each middleware distribution nominated a SA2 representative who has been responsible of creating a
proper exporting script based on the provided schemas. Such representative successfully created
exporters for all the currently used tracking systems: Savannah, Bugzilla, Trac and SourceForge.
These scripts are executed regularly and provide fresh information on the status of the bugs for the
related PTs. The output of the scripts is then stored and backed-up on a server and used as input of the
QA report generation tool.
9.3.3 QA report generator
The report generator is designed to collect data from different sources, calculate software and process
metrics, create charts and put them in a report template which is editable in Microsoft Word and
OpenOffice.
This tool can be used to produce all the QA-related documentation required. By providing different
templates, it is possible to produce documents for different stakeholders. Currently three templates are
used:
•

A nightly-build report which provides PTs with feedback about the quality of their software
built in the latest EMI nightly build

•

A weekly report to be used by the release manager to monitor the integration of the releases

•

A quarterly report used as input to produce the EU deliverable on quality assurance status

The ETICS repository and the tracking system XML exports are the main sources of information for
the report generator. The first contains all the code analysis metrics gathered during the EMI builds
and it is used to produce software metrics. The second contains all bugs registered for a specific PT
and it is used to produce process metrics.
First the report generator queries the information sources to find the latest metrics. Then it uses a
mapping between ETICS modules (subsystems or components) and EMI (PTs and products) to create
a hierarchy of PTs, products and components. It then creates datasets summarizing each metric from
different perspectives: global view, per PT, per product or per component.
The datasets are then used to create bar charts. The values are shown in either stacked or side-by-side
bars. Each chart is provided with a list of components for which the metric was applicable but was not
produced. This is done to identify the modules for which it is not even possible to generate metrics and
therefore requiring more attention. Causes range from build failures to plug-in configuration errors.
Some process metrics are also displayed in box-and-whisker diagrams. They are used to show the
average, lower quartile (25%), median and upper quartile (75%) as well as the maximum and minimum
values.
The report generator finally goes through the selected template and inserts the newly generated text and
graphs. The report is saved in an Open Document Format (ODF) and can be opened by Microsoft Word or
OpenOffice so that supplementary comments can be added below each chart.
Below are shown some examples of charts.
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Figure 5 – Example of bar chart representing the SLOC count

Figure 6 – Example of box-and-whisker chart representing the time to solve a high-priority bug
As of this writing, section 8.3.2 of the plan has been completed and the other two sections 8.3.1 and
8.3.3 are close to conclusion. Once the QA report generator and the required plug-ins will be fully
implemented, the QA aspect of the system will be considered feature complete.
9.4. BUILD AND TEST EXECUTION INFRASTRUCTURE
A considerable amount of effort went to the infrastructure aspect of the services. Negotiations with the
CERN Virtual Infrastructure (CVI) representatives to establish a reliable provision of virtualization
service started soon after the EMI kick-off.
While the CVI team was working on the implementation of the new features and on the achievement
of the non-functional requirements agreed with EMI, the SA2 team started some performance
benchmarks to evaluate how users would experience this change of provider.
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Figure 7 shows one of the performed tests. The plot shows the average time (in seconds) to execute the
various operations to build a component. The various operations are the ones commonly performed in
a worker node to build a set of components: the installation of the ETICS client in the worker node,
the execution of the etics-checkout command and finally the execution of the etics-build command.
The reference component in this test was the production project configuration of the ETICS software.
Results showed a little performance degradation with the respect to the VMWare technology if only
one virtual machine (VM) was deployed per hypervisor. On the other hand performance improved
notably if more than 4 VMs were deployed per hypervisor. As most of the infrastructure was based on
a configuration of 4 VMs per hypervisor, the CVI technology was proved to be more than sufficient to
replace the old one.

Figure 8 – Performance comparison: Hardware, VMWare, and CVI. Seconds to execute ETICS
operations
As of December 2011, the CVI team delivered all the requested features and the migration to CVI
started. During a period of three months all platforms have been migrated to the CVI template format
and all VMs have been deployed into the new infrastructure. A total of 10 hypervisors and more than
40 VMs are currently used to provide the execution engine of the ETICS Build and Test system.
Moreover, a new high-performance configuration for worker nodes has been setup to provide a fast
continuous integration cycle for project builds. With a few of these new worker nodes deployed the
EMI project nightly builds passed from an average execution time of 20 hours to 6 hours.
An alerting infrastructure was also put in place. Monitoring scripts to check all necessary behavior,
parameters or configurations of machines were placed to a central repository. A lightweight daemon
running in every virtual or physical machine of the ETICS services is periodically checking this
repository for updates, synching it with the local repository and regularly executing the scripts at
predefined time intervals. This provides a reliable and easy-to-maintain monitoring system for all the
ETICS servers and virtual machines.
Finally a new mechanism to automatically revert worker nodes to a clean state after a job has been put
in place. This system allows users to build their software in pristine environments and to execute their
tests using privileged accounts. Each worker node is guaranteed to rollback to a clean state soon after
the job is completed. This system makes use of the SOAP interface provided by the CVI team.
As far as the plan is concerned, with this effort, section 8.4.2 and part of section 8.4.3 of this document
have been achieved.
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9.5. REPOSITORY
The work on repositories did not progress as much as in the other parts of the system. This was due to
the fact that the basic repository service that had been provided at the beginning of the project has
proven to be good enough for the normal execution of integration and releases.
During the integration and release work of the past months, the release manager has continuously
created and updated release repositories inserting all EMI packages produced by the build system.
EMI 0, EMI 1 RC0, and EMI 1 RC1 repositories have been created and periodically used by PTs to
test the package installations and certify their software.
Moreover after each build, an automatic repository was always created by ETICS that was then used
to early install and test the newly produced packages straight after the build.
As EMI 1 will be released and the work will start for other platforms other than Red Hat based ones,
an evolution of the repositories will be required to provide APT and other formats.
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10.

IMPLEMENTATION IN EMI 2 MATTERHORN

This section describes the changes performed in addition to those explained in section 9
(Implementation in EMI 1). The ETICS system and other tools used have been improved to cover the
new requirements for the second year. During this second year, support for two new platforms has
been requested: Scientific Linux 6 (SL6) and Debian 6. The integration of these two platforms implied
a large set of changes in many other components of the system. The reliability and performance of the
infrastructure and the improvements in the QA reports were also key tasks of this year.

10.1. BUILD, INTEGRATION, PACKAGING AND RELEASE SYSTEM
10.1.1 New requirements
In this second year, new requirements have been defined, in particular about new platforms to support,
new functionalities and better performance.
The most important requirements for EMI 2 were:
•

Support for new platforms. Full support of two new platforms: Scientific Linux 6 64 bits
and Debian 6 64 bits

•

Provision of APT Debian repositories. With the builds in Debian, a new type of package
repository is needed. The automatic generation of APT repositories, compatible with the tools
used in the Debian platform, is mandatory.

•

Improved Infrastructure reliability. New platforms mean new ETICS nodes in the pool and
new possible hurdles. To avoid possible issues and to improve the current situation, the
monitoring system has to be improved.

•

Improved scalability. The static pool existing during EMI 1 is not able to absorb the future
demand of threefold the number of platforms. The current resources have to be optimized by
the creation of a new system for dynamic controlling the pool.

•

Improved quality of Maven-based builds. A creation of a Maven repository for EMI used is
necessary in order to decrease time out failures and build times.

•

Standardized packages naming policy. All source and binary packages, for Scientific Linux
and Debian platforms, have to be unified following the packaging rules of the respective
Linux distribution.

•

Improved ETICS user documentation. Existing ETICS documentation is not enough in
some cases such as current clients to be used, their different options or the minimal
configuration for a worker node.

•

Improved generation of QA reports. A char generator framework was developed to
facilitate the generation of different types of charts from different sources such as bug trackers
and web services to be included in the QA reports, which have a new structure.

•

Provision of IPv6 compliance verification tools. ETICS should check the compliance level
of the current source code with IPv6.

•

Provision of a Python static code analyzer. Several metrics analyzer are already in place for
other languages, such as FindBugs for Java, but none for Python. A new plugin for analyzing
the quality of the Python code is required in order to have metrics.

10.1.2 Project tool setup for the new platforms
After the release of EMI 1, the team focused on extending the services and the system to the new
platforms.
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Therefore the Build Integration and Configuration Policy [R46] has been updated together with SA2.2
and SA1 in order to adapt it to the platforms changes. Those changes were referred to the way to use
ETICS for building in the new platforms and the restrictions and differences with the previous existing
ones.
10.1.3 ETICS CLI client 1.6
The main challenge that the tools team had to confront was adapting the ETICS client to Scientific
Linux 6 and Debian 6. Before, the capacity for building for the Debian 5 platform was in place,
including some nodes, but it was not matching the EMI requirements. Some needed source packages
were not generated and the binaries were not compliant with the Debian policies.
Due to the limited knowledge of the team on the Debian platform, a task force was created with
Debian experts from the PTs from the whole EMI project. With the help and advice received, SA2.4
team adapted the ETICS system to build DEB packages in the build phase. The generation of all
needed files, such as control files, was also implemented.
The repackaging phase had to be adapted for the latest changes in Scientific Linux 6 and a new design
and implementation was needed for Debian. PBuilder was the selected as the repackage tool for
Debian.
During the first testing of supporting the new platforms, several versions of the client 1.5 were, at the
same time, used by the PTs. This problem was solved once the branch 1.6, a merge of the different
previous clients, was released. The branch 1.6 supports all EMI platforms: Scientific Linux 5,
Scientific Linux 6 and Debian 6.
The main features and improvements available in the versions 1.6.X are:
•

Full support for Scientific Linux 5, 6 and Debian 6. The platforms are fully supported by
the ETICS system in all the phases (checkout, build, packaging and repackaging with the
official tools. The Debian platform integration was a long task that was considered complete
with the release of client version 1.6.3.

•

Repackage phase done with Mock/Pbuilder moved at the end of each component build.
With this feature, PTs that are using ETICS for building are able to find all build time
dependencies previously built. It was not released until client version 1.6.2 due to some
performance issues with Mock. Some performance problems in Pbuilder are still under
investigation.

•

New property introduced to avoid publishing binary packages if the repackage phase
failed. A new property remove.package.onfailure has been added to the system to be able to
choose the publication of binary packages. This property force to publish only binary
packages created during the repackage phase. Those ones are the ones that should be EPEL
compliant.

•

Naming of packages reviewed. A new naming policy for all source and binary packages was
decided together with SA2.2 and SA1. Those changes are described in the Packaging Policy
[R51]. Not only changes in the names were needed, but also in the number of packages. The
amount of source packages for Debian increased due to the selected version for packaging
changed from 1.0 to 3.0. Internal code had to be also modified to accept and be able to handle
those new files.

Following PTs’ requirements, a twiki page [R50] was created in collaboration with SA1 providing
information with the information about the current production and development client versions
together with local client installation instructions and remote job submission guidelines.
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10.1.4 Integration of EMI 2 RC0, RC1 and RC2
As requested by the PTs, they can use the ETICS packager or they can provide their own source
packages to be built in ETICS. The recommended option is the second one. It will be mandatory for
the EMI 3 release.
Both options have to coexist during some time until all PTs are able to provide their own packages. In
order to have this hybrid system, with two different types of building, the repackage phase was
redefined. Before client 1.6, the repackaging was done at the end of the whole built phase. Instead, in
the new clients, since 1.6.1, it is performed at the end of each component build. This allows the PTs
who are still building with ETICS to have the build time dependencies that are not built using ETICS
already available.
In order to simplify the integration with Maven, a mirror from some Maven repositories is installed
and maintained up to date at CERN. Those repositories are Maven Central, Shibboleth and UNICORE
Maven repositories. It was installed in collaboration with the SA1 team. This mirror provides much
faster access during the builds and offers an extra layer of protection against possible time outs due to
saturation of the official Maven servers.
10.2. TEST SYSTEM
No new requirements were submitted for the testing system. The system covers the actual needs of the
PTs that are using it.
10.3. QA SYSTEM
10.3.1 IPv6, PyLint and QA plug-ins improvements
PyLint [R48] was the tool selected to create the plugin for static code analysis for Python. PyChecker
was also considered, but PyLint was selected because it provides better configuration options.
An IPv6 tool has been added to the plugins framework set to measure the compliance level of the
source code with respect IPv6. This plugin was developed by Mario Reale in EGEE-3.
Some other improvements have been done in other already existing plugins. SLOCCount [R32] has
been modified to detect and avoid already counted code. CCCC [R33] has changes into the metrics
names in order to avoid interference with CKJM [R34] plugin. CPPCheck [R35] has been upgraded to
the latest version that fixes an incompatibility issue.
10.3.2 Chart generator framework
The framework was created with the aim of fulfilling the new reports structure and the necessity to
have a tool more flexible and easy to adapt to the changes of the requirements. The new framework
fetches data on demand and caches the results; thus improves the generation time compared with the
previous system used to generate the charts.
The benefits obtained with this new framework are faster execution and the possibility to import the
generated charts and data to external documents.
10.3.3 RPM and QA report generator
Improvements were implemented in the QA report generator due to new or changed requirements.
Some chapters were sometimes considered incomplete and other times too complex and difficult to
understand. The adaptation of the reports was a continuous task. Some of the modifications done were:
the introduction of many new types of plots, such as the scatter plot, the generation of trend charts
(using data from many points in time) and the new information added coming from the new plugins.
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A new application has been developed to check the compliance of the created RPMs to the guidelines
of EPEL. It gets the build results of a given configuration, analyzes it using RPMlint, and generates a
report of the generated RPMs and their compliance with the Fedora Packaging guidelines.
10.4. BUILD AND TEST EXECUTION INFRASTRUCTURE
10.4.1 New platforms: Scientific Linux 6 and Debian 6
One of the key objectives of EMI 2 for SA2.4 was the complete integration of SL6 and Debian 6 in the
system. Scientific Linux was a known platform for the team, but Debian was a complete new one. A
task force of experts from PTs was created in order to get the knowledge to implement the required
modifications.
SL6 was a relatively easy exercise due to the similarity with the current existing SL5. The version
selected to create the worker node images was Scientific Linux 6.0. The virtualization infrastructure
available at CERN (CVI) provided drivers and utilities for this platform and the needs for the basic
image were similar than in SL5. Only some adjustments were needed in the ETICS client for the
packaging due to some changes in the EPEL policies. The basic VM image was created, worker nodes
deployed and the image was made available to the PTs for downloading in the ETICS images twiki
page [R49].
Debian 6 required more changes. The version chosen to create the based images was Debian 6.0.3.
Debian follows a package naming policy [R55] which differs from RedHat-based distributions like
Scientific Linux. This required changes in the list of packages used for the worker node images. No
Debian-based drivers are provided for CVI, so many tests and some modifications in the deployment
scripts were required to certify that the images were working correctly. Finally, a basic Debian VM
image was created, the worker nodes were generated (in two phases) and it was made available for
downloading in the ETICS images twiki page [R49]. The worker nodes were generated in two phases
because in the first phase only few nodes were available while new missing packages and wrong
configurations of the based system were appearing. Once the platform was considered stable, a full
deployment of Debian nodes was done in the official ETICS pool.
10.4.2 Elastic pool
With the new platforms, the number of builds was multiplied threefold and the space for new
resources in the hypervisors was not enough. It was also noticed that most of the time the load with the
existing static pool was not balanced across the hypervisors. Big waiting queues were generated for
some platforms and other were used rarely. As those platforms were not always the same, there was
not an easy way to predict the future number of builds sent on each time period. A change to a new
logic was decided. The goal was creating an elastic pool with dynamic start and stop of nodes
according the resources and platform needed:
1. The new system keeps always one node of each “flavor” of each platform (run as root, high
performance, and normal sudo worker nodes) always ready to accept a job. The benefit
obtained with this is that the first build that arrives to the queue always enters directly to be
executed.
2. The scripts that control the ETICS pool, in addition to try to keep always one node free,
analyze the queue on each iteration and start the exact number and type of required worker
nodes on each moment. This allows starting the exact number and type of nodes needed at any
time.
The start/stop operation is a time consuming task and in the first versions of the scripts the loop among
all platforms were taking more than 45 minutes depending in the size of the queue. To improve that,
one thread is used for each platform, reducing drastically the time to start the right amount of VMs
needed for the incoming jobs.
The nodes were distributed among all hypervisors in order to avoid a significant performance decrease
in case one of those hypervisors is unresponsive. One worker node of each flavor is created in each
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hypervisor. Then, it is up to of the scripts to select the better node to start based on the memory used
and job requirements.
10.4.3 Checkpoints after each execution
At the end of each build or test, a checkpoint is created to allow users who request the access to enter
in the node and do some debugging and investigation tasks directly in the real environment. The
system keeps the last five jobs done in the node, what covers approximately a couple of working days.
This is a major and unique feature, thanks to the use of virtualization of the ETICS build system
allowing the users to obtain a snapshot of their build job. In a hardware pool this feature would not be
possible to provide.
10.4.4 Infrastructure monitoring
To correct and prevent current and future problems, the existing monitoring tool was improved to
cover more error cases. In some of these cases, when the cause and the solutions were clearly defined,
the automatic resolution of the problem was also implemented.
Some of the parameters checked with the new scripts are:
•

AFS disk quotas. This script will notify in advance if the space available for repositories,
build artefacts and reports is lower than certain limits.

•

Certificates expiration. Worker nodes and servers use certificates to have certain
permissions. This script checks them and sends an alert if the expiration date is getting close.

•

Apache, MySQL and Tomcat status. It compares certain values, such as memory used, with
some predefined values, reporting if it finds differences.

•

Zero nodes per platform. It checks if there are worker nodes available for each platform of
the queued jobs.

•

Check backups. It checks the daily backup of the ETICS repository and ETICS configuration
databases to detect possible errors.

Another tool installed in the worker nodes during this year was collectd. This tool collect all data of
the nodes related with CPU, memory, disk and network and sends them to a local central server. From
the central server it is possible to get an activity chart for a period of time of any of our worker nodes.
It allows knowing the real use of the nodes and where the possible bottlenecks are.

Figure 9: collectd CPU usage example
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10.4.5 Performance improvements
Some modifications were done to obtain the best possible build times from the worker nodes. It also
allows executing more jobs at the same time. This was really important in an environment where the
amount of resources was limited and the demand has increased due to addition of the new platforms.
The file system was changed from EXT2 to EXT3. The disk RAID of the hypervisors was changed
from RAID-1 (mirroring) to RAID-0 (stripped volume). In the tests done comparing previous build
times and the new ones with the new configuration in place, the total time decreased between 10%15% depending on the build and the amount of disk I/O operations done in each job.
10.4.6 Maven mirror
SA2.4 was asked by SA1, for the developers of the PTs, about the possibility of having a local mirror
of the official Maven repository. After some investigations, a Nexus [R56] server was deployed and
configured to mirror all the Maven repositories in use by the EMI PTs.
The local maven repository mirror has considerably improved Maven-based build performance and
reliability.
10.5. REPOSITORY
There were not many changes related to the YUM repository generation. Most of them were bug fixes.
One example of the bugs fixed is the XZ header compressor, a format currently used by some RPM
packages that was not previously supported by the ETICS repository. Most of the work done in this
area was to create the Debian APT repositories.
10.5.1 Debian APT Repositories
The Debian APT repositories in ETICS were created from scratch in order to have the same level of
flexibility and the same features as in YUM repositories.
The Debian repositories have been created to be able use APT tool to install Debian packages. For that
purpose, the processing of metadata from binary and source Debian files (.deb and .dsc files) was
implemented to automatically generate the repository indexes and file structure. As for RPM, for DEB
packages it is possible to unpackage, extract metadata and extract file information
The serialization of indexes was also implemented to be able to merge repositories.
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11.

CONCLUSIONS FROM EMI 1 KEBNEKAISE

The following conclusions can be drafted:
•

During the first year of the project, the work on QA tools was focused on the understanding of
the initial state of the tools used by the four middleware distributions. A survey was used to
formulate tool statistics, a tool inventory, a PT maturity table and tool information flow charts.

•

The collected data shows a high heterogeneity in the tools adopted by the different PTs.
Different processes and approaches in using tools have been identified. This difference is
mainly due to different requirements and environments the four middleware distributions have
been developing during the last years.

•

As shown by the table in Appendix C, all PTs have similar levels of maturity in using tools.
Generally the build and integration phases of the lifecycle are supported better than the testing
and QA phases.

•

An integrated set of requirements has been extracted from this information to lay down the
foundation of a new unified and integrated software engineering and quality assurance
infrastructure.

•

A set of tools was under evaluation for adoption.

•

A thorough plan was drafted with different level of implementations. Each level fulfills more
requirements by providing more features but requires a higher amount of effort to be
implemented. The plan is divided in section covering different aspects of the system: build,
integration and packaging, testing, quality assurance, infrastructure and finally repository.

•

All the SA2.4 effort was then devolved to implement the plan. Different maturity was
achieved for each section as different priorities were given by the project to the different
aspects.

•

The tool selection has been unified for this first year with the adoption of ETICS as the
common tool for building, testing and packaging. This selection improves not only the general
integration but also the continuous integration and testing processes as only one central
tool is used.

•

The maintainability of the system has been improved by moving all the nodes to the CERN
virtualization central service and by removing the physical nodes in favor of the virtual ones.
They are easier to maintain and they creation of new nodes in high demand cases are more
flexible.

•

In general, the work done by SA2.4 to provide a unified, reliable and effective software
engineering infrastructure has been considered more than satisfactory by the other activities
and PTs and allowed the project to achieve its goals of the reference period.
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12.

CONCLUSIONS FROM EMI 2 MATTERHORN

The following conclusions can be drafted for the work performed to support the EMI 2 release.
•

Once the initial build and integration in ETICS of the different PTs was achieved with EMI 1,
this second year the integration of two new platforms has been achieved.

•

Adding two new platforms required major changes in all parts of the system, not only in the
infrastructure for the new Debian VMs, but also in the ETICS software (client, repositories,
etc.).

•

Most of the SA2.4 effort was used to learn about Debian, its needs and how it could be
incorporated to the existing ETICS system. A sizeable redesign work was necessary. The
Debian task force provided a good starting point, providing the initial knowledge to SA2.4.
This knowledge transfer activity was also an excellent proof of the cooperation between
SA2.4 and the PTs.

•

The work needed to add Debian support to ETICS was, as already explained, larger than
expected and required a major redesign of ETICS. The Debian support was therefore delayed
by few months compared to the original plan. However, Debian is now, as of version 1.6.3,
fully supported in ETICS

•

Creating DEB and RPM packages compliant with the official Fedora and Debian packaging
policies was obtained by using public tools that package with the correct structure and content.
Those tools are Mock and Pbuilder. They build each package in a clean environment where
only the minimum dependencies needed are installed. The results are controlled with other
external tools such as RPMlint.

•

The paradigm used to control the pool was modified. The new improved logic was needed
because the amount of existing resources could not handle the new requirements. A new
dynamic elastic resource pool was put in production and solved the issue.

•

With the much heavier load, the stability of the system became a critical issue. To solve that
and to be able to detect the problems in advance, the ETICS monitoring system was extended,
controlling and correcting many more risks than before.

•

The close collaboration with SA2.2 (QA policies) and SA1 (Release integration) was really
productive providing a clear view of the needs and a verification of the implementation.

•

The QA metrics system had to be updated to support new types of charts and modifications in
the existing ones. The newly developed tools and charts make possible to generate future
reports in a much easier and customizable manner.

•

The tool selection has been extended with the addition of the two new platforms (SL6 and
Debian 6) and the integration of standard build and packaging tools to produce packages
compatible with EPEL and Debian guidelines (Mock and PBuilder).

•

The maintainability of the system has been improved with the change of paradigm
implemented for the pool of the ETICS worker nodes. Another improvement in this field was
the modifications and new scripts added to the monitoring system.

•

The Maven mirror improves the reliability of the PT builds, improving the general integration
of the tools used by the developers inside the system. All these modifications extends the
continuous integration and testing process for building and testing done during the first
year for SL5 to the new requested platforms SL6 and Debian 6.
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13.

APPENDIX A: SURVEY

Please list what tools are used by your PT in the following areas:
DEVELOPMENT
- IDE / Debugger
- Source control (CVS, SVN, etc)
- Documentation / WIKI / Latex / DOCBOOK
BUILD
TEST

QA

Compilation
Dependency Management and Versioning
Build/Test execution
Build/Test reporting
Packaging
Release management / Integration

- Performance / Benchmark / Stress Testing / Profiling
- Unit / Regression / Functional / Deployment Testing
- Mocking / Stubbing
-

Code Reviews
Metrics Generation
Static/Dynamic Code Analysis / Validation / Compliance
Code Coverage
Metrics Visualization / Plotting / Dashboards
Bug / Issue / Task / Requirement Tracking

INFRASTRUCTURE AND REPOSITORY
- Virtualization
- YUM / APT / Metrics / Reports Repositories
- Any other tool we may have forgotten to include in this list?
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14.

APPENDIX B: SURVEY RESULTS

Figure 9 - Percentage of the different IDEs used as text editor by the PTs

Figure 10 - Percentage of the different IDEs used as debugger by the PTs

Figure 11 - Percentage of the different Version Control Systems used by the PTs
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Figure 12 – Percentage of the different tools for documentation used by the PTs

Figure 13 - Percentage of the different tools for compilation used by the PTs

Figure 14 - Percentage of the different tools for specifying dependencies used by the PTs
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Figure 15 - Percentage of the different tools for job execution used by the PTs

Figure 16 - Percentage of the different tools for reporting used by the PTs
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Figure 17 - Percentage of the different tools for packaging used by the PTs

Figure 18 - Percentage of the different tools for release integration used by the PTs

Figure 19 - Percentage of the different tools for profiling used by the PTs
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Figure 20 - Percentage of the different tools for testing used by the PTs

Figure 21 - Percentage of the different tools for code analysis used by the PTs

Figure 22 - Percentage of the different tools for tracking used by the PTs
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Figure 23 - Percentage of the different repositories used by the PTs

Figure 24 - Percentage of the different virtualization resources used by the PTs
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15.

APPENDIX C: TOOL MATURITY TABLE

Below a general evaluation of the maturity of the PTs in using tools is given.
UNICORE
(5 PTs)
14

dCache

ARC
(7 PTs)

CERN DM

Info

StoRM

Job
MGMT

VOMS

Argus

DGAS

MPI

LB

CERN
Security

Apel

15

IDE
Source control
Documentation
Compilation
Dependencies
Job execution
Reporting
Packaging
Release, Integration
Profiling Benchmark
Test
Mocking
Metrics
Code Analysis
Visualization
Reviews/Collaboration
Tracking
Repository
Virtualization
Total

11,5 15

14

11

13

13

14

12

11

13

13

Figure 25 - Evaluation of the tools maturity used by the PTs
= 1 An appropriate tool is used in the corresponding category
= 0.5 No specific tool is used in the corresponding category, but the work is done anyway
= 0 The category is not taken into consideration by the PT
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16.

APPENDIX D: TOOL INVENTORY

Below is the inventory of tools used by the different PTs. They are grouped by the build system used.
PTs are summarized as follows:
•

ETICS PTs: APEL, CERN Security, LB, MPI, DGAS, Argus, VOMS, StoRM,
WMS/CREAM, CERN DM

•

Maven PTs: UNICORE (5 PTs) and dCache

•

Mock PTs: Info

•

NorduGrid Build system PTs: ARC (7 PTs)

•

Other PTs: StoRM (mainly, a manual system is used)

ETICS (10 PTs)

Maven (6 PTs)

Mock (1 PT)

NorduGrid Build
system (7 PTs)

IDE

Eclipse, VI, text
editor, gdb...

Eclipse,
Netbeans, IntelliJ,
IDEA

Emacs

gdb

Source control

CVS, SVN and
GIT

SVN, Mercurial

SVN

SVN

Documentation

Docbook, Latex,
Twiki, wiki,
DOC,
Confluence,
Doxigen, readme
files, HTML,
PDF

Latex, PDF,
SourceForge
wiki, TRAC wiki,
APT, Docbook

Confluence wiki

DOC, readme files,
Latex, PDF, wiki,
Doxigen

Languages

Bash, C, C++,
Perl, Java

Compilation

Ant, Maven,
Autotools, gcc,
g++, javac

Maven, Ant

Python

Autotools, gcc,
g++, Python

Dependency

ETICS, Maven

Maven, Ant

Mock

Mock/YUM/RPM
and
PBuilder/APT/DEB

Job Execution

ETICS

Atlassian
Bamboo, Hudson

KOJI

NorduGrid Build
system

Reporting

ETICS

Atlassian
Bamboo, Hudson

KOJI

NorduGrid Build
system

Packaging

ETICS

Maven, Ant

Mock

NorduGrid Build
system

Release,
Integration

ETICS

Ant, Maven,
Hudson

Mash

NorduGrid Build
system

Profiling,
benchmarking

Manual, scripts,
gcctools
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Test

Manual, JUnit,
CPPUnit, Perl
testsuite,
Dejagnu, ETICS

JUnit, Functional,
S2 tests

Mocking

JUnit manual
stubs

Metrics

Manual
generation

Code analysis

Clover, lcov,
Cobertura, PMD,
Checkstyle,
FindBugs, Emma,
ETICS

Manual Bash
scripts

Cobertura,
FindBugs, PMD

CPPUnit, Python
scripts

gcov, lcov

Ohloh.net,
Atlassian
Bamboo

Visualization
Reviews,
Collaboration
Savannah,
GGUS, RT,
INFNGrid
ticketing

SourceForge, RT

JIRA

Bugzilla

Repository

ETICS

Maven repo,
SourceForge,
YUM, APT,
gLite PATCH
repo

Mash

YUM, APT,
TAR.GZ

Virtualization

VNode, XEN,
ETICS

XEN

VNode, XEN

VMWare

Tracking

Figure 26 – Tool inventory
The complete and detailed list of PTs and their tools can be found in the SA2.4 wiki page
(https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/TSA24#inventory).
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17.

APPENDIX E: TOOL CHAIN CHARTS

For each similar PT, a tool chain diagram is shown to see the relations and the order between the
different tools used (the diagrams for each specific PT can be found in the table in the SA2.4 wiki
page referenced above).

Figure 27 - ETICS PT tools diagram (Cream example)
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Figure 28 - Maven PT tools diagram (dCache example)
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Figure 29 - Mock PT tools diagram (Info example)
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Figure 30 - NorduGrid Build system PT tools diagram (ARC example)
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